MAKING A WORLD
DIFFERENCE

O3 SO GREEN
All units incorporate a technology referred to as corona
discharge. This technology duplicates the effect of lightning by
using a high voltage transformer, which passes the electricity to
a screen less plate design, which in effect produces lightning in
a box. It is here that the (O2) molecule is split, creating the single

Oxygen atom, which recombines to create (O3) trioxygen.

O3 SO CLEAN
Trioxygen is very effective in eliminating odours including
tobacco smoke, human and pet odours, food odours, mould
and mildew odours, garbage odours, renovation odours and
Greenteck Global is pioneering the
use of trioxygen for the cleansing
and purifying of the air in working
environments - from commercial
kitchens and hotels to care
homes and universities.

many more. It is not a re-odorant, it destroys the offending
gases that are the source of everything we smell. Unlike many
other deodorising methods, trioxygen searches out and
destroys the problem gases. It will react with contaminants in
the air, water, fabrics and on the surface of walls and ceilings.
Unlike other types of air purification systems, a trioxygen
generator does not depend on the air passing
through the machine to do its job. Trioxygen generators also

produce large quantities of ions via the corona discharge.
The ions cause the dust particles to agglomerate and
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precipitate from the air, leaving a cleaner environment.

O3 SO EFFECTIVE
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Eliminating odours with trioxygen in each area is very similar
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to keeping a pool clean with chlorine. It all depends on the
environment in which you are working. We all know that when
treating a pool you must adjust the chlorine to the size of the
pool and adjust the levels as the water temperature changes,
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when you have more swimmers or fewer swimmers,
during rainy
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periods, etc. Trioxygen basically works on the same principle.
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There will be times when you simply want to shock the area and
situations where you need continuous levels of trioxygen. Like
chlorine, trioxygen levels should be adjusted to the amount of
odour, the size of area being treated, temperature, humidity, etc.

O3 SO SAFE
For full details please visit. ww.w.greenteckglobal.com

100% natural, trioxygen is formed
by adding an oxygen atom
to the air that we breath
O2 + O = trioxygen O3.

Trioxygen is nature’s way of
protecting our planet more commonly referred to as
ozone in the environment and is the most powerful oxidiser
and steriliser known. Trioxygen is
safer, cleaner and more effective
than any man-made solution.

What’s more, trioxygen doesn’t just
mask or filter odours, pathogens
and bacteria.
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IT DESTROYS THEM.
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A breath of fresh air for commercial and
residential odour control.
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GREENTECK GLOBAL PLUG IN

WHAT IS
TRIOXYGEN?
A SIMPLE, FRESH APPROACH

PLUG IN FOR A CLEANER, GREENER ENVIRONMENT
L

Traditionally the way we deal with ambient smells is to mask them with a hint of ‘mountain
violets’. All very nice but what these air fresheners are essentially doing is temporarily
replacing or masking one smell with another.

TO ODOUR CONTROL
Tioxygen is an
eco-friendly technology

The Plug In simply plugs in to a normal plug socket.

known as ‘Mother Nature’s

The control button on the side can be set to constant (up) or

own oxidiser’

timer (down).
To operate we recommend the control button is in the timed,

The GreenTeck Plug In goes one step further, it actually

down position, then simply press the button on the front of

destroys odours.

the Plug In to start.

The ingenious design produces trioxygen, which is

The Plug In will run for 30 minutes and then switch off

100% natural and abundantly occurs in nature where it

automatically.

Trioxygen (O3),

contains three atoms of oxygen
rather than the two atoms (O2)
we normally breathe

As we mentioned previously, trioxygen occurs naturally in
nature and is most noticeable after a storm, where lightning

is commonly referred to as ozone.

produces a burst of trioxygen.

Just as it is Mother Nature’s way of cleansing and

The clean fresh smell that prevails is what the Plug In recreates

steriliser in the world and can

protecting our planet with the most powerful steriliser
known to man, the Plug In attacks and destroys
smelling fresh and clean... without ahint of chemical
based scents, sorry, ‘mountain violets.

O3 SO SIMPLE
plug socket

O3 SO CLEAN
Trioxygen is the most powerful steriliser known - safer,

cleaner and more effective than any man-made solution

O3 SO GREEN
Trioxygen is 100% natural and pure

O3 SO COST-EFFECTIVE
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in your rooms.

be used to destroy bacteria,
pathogens and odours

GreenTeck Global Plug In simply plugs into a normal

bacteria, pathogens and odours, leaving a room
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Trioxygen is the most powerful

No expensive
chemicals or refill involved, lasts longer and
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In nature trioxygen,
is created by the sun’s ultra-violet
rays to protect the planet from
ultra-violet radiation - known as the
ozone layer It also occurs
as a result of lightning strikes.
The fresh, clean, smell that is
noticeable after a storm is most
often the result of
nature’s creation of trioxygen.
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saves you money

O3 SO EFFICIENT
Trioxygen doesn’t just mask odours, pathogens and
bacteria,
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TRIOXYGEN DESTROYS THEM.
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